
The top portion sets 
the fi rst line indent, the 
bottom slider sets the 
left indent.
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GOAL:  Learn to set tabs

OBJECTIVE: Fine-tune typesetting
 Customize process for effi ciency

Setting Tabs 
With lnDesign, tabs are palette based, therefore every tab set is dynamic. 
There is no need to highlight and click ok, simply highlight, set the tab, then 
highlight the next area that needs tabs. To set tabs choose Type> Tabs (Com-
mand Shift T or Cntrl/ Shift T).

Tabs are set by default every half inch, when a new tab is set, those are cleared. 
From the tabs palette pop-up menu, tabs can be repeated. For example, if you 
set a tab at 1.5”, then chose Repeat tab from the Tabs palette pop-up menu, you 
will get a tab every inch and a half.

Setting Tab Stops
To set a tab stop, follow these steps:

1. If you haven’t already entered tab characters in the text, enter them.

2. Select the paragraph(s) you want to format.

3. Display the Tabs panel (press Command-Shift-T/Ctrl-Shift-T), then click 
the Magnet button to snap the Tabs panel into position at the top of the 
text frame (if possible).

4. Click in the tab ruler and drag. As you drag, the X fi eld shows you the 
position of the tab icon (relative to the left edge of the text frame). Then 
click one of the tab stop alignment buttons to determine the type of the 
tab stop.

Tab Shortcuts
Shift Tab creates a Right Aligned Tab will leave the text on the left of the box 
aligned left while throwing all other text after the right aligned tab to the right 
of the box as shown below. This can also be found under Type > Insert Special 
Character > Right Indent Tab.



ASSIGNMENT: Format an annual report page
An annual report is not only a required corporate document, 
regulated in the United States by the SEC, but it is also a 
marketing tool—a visual communication tool that conveys a 
corporate image.

Typesetting legally MUST follow protocol. Decimal points in 
numbers always align.

Open new 8.5 x 11 in. page in InDesign, no facing pages
 Margins: top: p 80, bottom: p 36,  left: 80, right: p36
 Columns: 2  Gutter: p 6
 Add additional column guides at p 146 and p 534
 Add row guides at p 200

Download “annual report text” from website.

Choose a typeface with multiple families. 

Format text. Considering hierarchy of titles, subheads, text.

Text for the year hangs from the 200 pt. drop

Select text “Statement of Financial Position” Add rules (see left)
 paragraph palette > hamburger menu > paragraph rules
 weight 1 pt.  color: black
 Rule Above  Offset: 24 pt.  
 Rule Below Offset: 14 pt.

Add rules above and below dates and Statement of Activities

Add vertical rules between description and 2015 and between 
dates. (see example at bottom left)

Let’s review the Tabs and Paragraphs
• Use tabs, not spaces, to move text to a specifi c position.

• Use a First Line indent, not a tab, when you want to indent the 
fi rst line of a paragraph.

• Do not force lines to break by entering tab characters (or 
multiple tab characters) at the end of a line! If you do, 
you’ll fi nd tab characters creeping back into the text as 
editing changes force text recomposition. 

• To break a line without entering a carriage return, use the 
“soft return” (press Shift-Return/Shift-Enter).

• Don’t use multiple tab characters when you can use a single 
tab character and an appropriately positioned tab stop. 
While there are some cases where you’ll have to break this 
rule, putting two or more tab characters in a row should be 
the exception

Hamburger menu



Setting a hanging indent

Indents
Paragraphs can be indented using the Left Indent and Right Indent 
fi elds in the Paragraph or Control panel. You can enter values from 
zero (0) to 720 picas in these fi elds, but you can’t enter negative num-
bers to make the edges of the paragraph “hang” outside the edges of 
the column or text frame.  Paragraph panel: Window > Type & Tables

Adding Space Before and After Paragraphs
When you want to add extra space between paragraphs, don’t use car-
riage returns (not even one).

If you do, you’re certain to end up with unwanted carriage returns at the 
tops of text frames when text recomposes due to editing or formatting 
changes. Instead of typing carriage returns, use the Space Before and Space 
After fi elds in the Paragraph or Control panel.

Hanging Indents 
Create by hitting Command\ or Ctrl \ or by choosing Type> Insert Spe-
cial Character > Indent to Here or you can Right click (Control click on 
the Mac)to get to Insert Special Character. 

— This is an example of a hanging indent. The text on the second line 
lines up to the word This because I clicked before the T in This and 
chose Type> Insert Special Character> Indent to Here. I also found 
the em dash-under the Insert Special Character menu.

Numerical formatting:
Numerical formatting: right-aligned columns of numbers are easier to 
read, and it’s important that decimals and dollar signs line up vertical-
ly.

Facilitate readability by using Open Type fonts that contain the Tabular 
Lining or Tabular Old Style feature to create numerals that are de-
signed to line up neatly in columns. Tabular Lining numerals occupy 
the same vertical space as the uppercase letters of a font, while Old-
Style numerals are often more readable because of their lower height.


